
These activities provide opportunities for rabbits to bond with humans, engage with the world around 
them, and stay healthy and fit. Rabbits need to run, chew, burrow, dig, and jump in order to stay healthy.

ENRICHMENT THROUGH PLAY

Picking the Right Toy
The best toys mimic the cat’s natural activity – HUNTING! 

Hunting involves two main behaviors:

1.  Stalking & Chasing – When potential prey is spotted, the cat gets low to the 
ground and creeps toward it trying to remain undetected. Once the cat believes 
it is within striking distance, or if the prey notices and bolts, the cat will chase 
at full speed.

  ›  Recommended toys: small mice, springs, crinkle balls, laser pointers, 
motorized toys, string, and tunnels

2.  Trapping & Catching – If prey is cornered in a shed or under some branches, 
the cat will root around, scratch, sniff, pounce, reach, and retrieve.

  ›  Recommended toys: puzzle toys, feeders, activity rugs, short wand 
toys, robot bugs, and treat dispensers

Additional Tips
•   Stimulate the Senses – Cats rely greatly on their senses of smell and sound, so 

include toys that stimulate their nose and ears as well! Toys that squeak, scratch 
and crinkle, and those that smell (think catnip!) or dispense pungent treats are sure 
to be a hit!

•  Age Appropriate – Kitty ignoring an old favorite? Put it away for a few days to 
see if interest returns. If it doesn’t, there’s a good chance she’s outgrown the toy! 
But don’t toss it yet – sometimes, toys can be combined. For example, a humdrum 
stuffed mouse or ball can go into a puzzle toy to reignite their attention!

•  Personality Fit – Cats are as varied in their personalities as people and that 
extends to the toys and type of play they like. Some prefer chasing and pouncing, 
others will prefer methodical digging and searching. Try a variety of toys to see 
which types your cat gravitates to most.

•  Playtime – Interactive play is a key part of enrichment for cats and one of the 
most important factors to happiness and being well-adjusted in their home. 
Play with your cat for at least 15 minutes every day – and provide plenty of 
toys they can play with on their own as well!
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IMPORTANT: When introducing a new toy, 
always supervise the initial play to ensure that 
your cat is using the toy safely, and not eating it, 
getting stuck, or otherwise misusing it.

In your home, they have to be able to express these instincts to stay happy, healthy, and well-behaved.

Cats are intelligent and active creatures that require mental and physical stimulation to thrive! Having plenty of toys around not only 
helps create an enriching environment, it will also help you bond when spending time together and keep your cat happily playing 
on their own when you need time to yourself.

In the wild, cats rely on speed, stealth, and cleverness for their survival.

Cats are intelligent and active creatures that require mental and physical stimulation to thrive! Having plenty of toys around not only 
helps create an enriching environment, it will also help you bond when spending time together and keep your cat happily playing 

RABBIT SOCIALIZATION & PLAYTIME

Rabbits require plenty of socialization, playtime, and exercise.

Socialization Space
While rabbits can be socialized and have bonding time in most places, the ideal 
location will have ramps, tunnels, and digging boxes for multilevel exercise. Fabric 
tunnels are great for rabbits to hop through. 

You can build a hideaway fort out of cardboard boxes and tubes. Connect boxes of 
different sizes to provide opportunities for jumping and strengthening leg muscles. 
To encourage healthy burrowing and digging, create a tunnel feature by covering the 
ends of tubes with old towels. You can encourage chewing by cutting small windows 
or holes into the boxes. Rabbits will chew and customize their fort to their liking. 
Add even more interest and novelty by including toys and activity spaces that enrich 
their playtime. 

Playtime
The following are a few toys and activity stations ideas to try with your 
rabbit to help keep them mentally and physically stimulated!

•  Digging or Foraging Box – One helpful tool is a digging box. Digging boxes can 
be made of a sturdy cardboard box, a kiddie pool, or a covered or uncovered litter 
box. Fill the box with 3 to 4 inches of play sand, straw, newspaper, or shredded 
paper for the bunny to dig through. A foraging box could be made out of the same 
materials, but instead fill with a variety of hay (1st, 2nd, 3 cut timothy, grass hay, 
bermuda grass, orchard grass, oat grass, or alfalfa), dried plants (ie: willow leaves, 
flowers, etc...), and sprinkle a few treats or vegetables so that the rabbit can snoop 
through and find the yummy stuff to eat. 

•  Chewing Sticks – Rabbits’ teeth never stop growing. Provide a variety of chew 
toys to help prevent their teeth from becoming overgrown. Store-bought chewing 
sticks or natural, untreated wood work great.  Many rabbits find apple and willow 
twigs especially appealing.

•  Treat Clothesline – Clip produce to a string to encourage stretching, chewing, 
and mental stimulation!

•  Treat Ball – Make treat balls out of toilet paper and paper towel rolls to promote 
mental and physical stimulation. Add your rabbit’s favorite treats, sticks, or hay. 
Bonus: Cut holes in a small/medium bottle (ex: water bottle) for rabbits that need a 
more difficult challenge.

•  Egg Carton Puzzle Feeder – Make a great puzzle feeder for your rabbit by 
putting their pellets and/or treats in a cardboard egg carton.
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